
OCYCA Competition Divisions and Rules
Amended  09-02-15

Stunts Dismounts Tosses Pyramids Tumbling

Division 1a

Extended one and two 

legged stunts.

Maximum of 1¼ twists only 

from one or two legged 

stunts.

One or two combination 

tosses. Maximum of 1¼ 

twists.

Release moves/flipping allowed with two 

bracers with hand/arm/foot contact. Prep 

and extended one and two legged stunts.

Aerials, Front/Back handsprings, tucks, layouts, 

layout variations and single full twists (including 

1b tumbling excluding the max of 25% rule)

Division 1b

Extended one and two 

legged stunts.

Maximum of 1¼ twists only 

from one or two legged 

stunts.

One or two combination 

tosses. Maximum of 1¼ 

twists.

Release moves/flipping allowed with two 

bracers with hand/arm/foot contact. Prep 

and extended one and two legged stunts.

Forward/back Rolls, Cartwheels, Roundoffs, 

front/back walkovers, handstand, back 

extension roll and one handed cartwheels.    

Max of 25%  can perform a BHS.

Division 2a 

and Small 

Cheer

Prep level one and two 

legged stunts.

Single twists from two legged 

stunts. Straight cradles from 

one legged stunts.

Straight ride or toe touch Release moves allowed but no flips. Prep 

and extended one and two legged stunts.  

Extended stunts must have 2 bracers with 

hand/arm/foot with no loss of contact.

Aerials, Front/Back handsprings, tucks, layouts, 

layout variations and single full twists (including 

2b tumbling excluding the max of 25% rule)

Division 2b 

and Small 

Cheer            

Prep level one and two 

legged stunts.

Single twists from two legged 

stunts. Straight cradles from 

one legged stunts.

Straight ride or toe touch Release moves allowed but no flips. Prep 

and extended one and two legged stunts.  

Extended stunts must have 2 bracers with 

hand/arm/foot with no loss of contact.

Forward/back Rolls, Cartwheels, Roundoffs, 

front/back walkovers, handstand, back 

extension roll and one handed cartwheels.    

Max of 25% can perform a BHS.

Division 3b 

(no pee wee 

or midget)

Two legged prep level 

stunts. One legged stunts 

at waist level or below. 

Shoulder sits.

Straight cradle dismounts 

only

No tosses allowed other 

than a dismount

No release moves allowed. Prep level or 

below two legged stunts.  One legged 

stunts at prep level allowed with 2 bracers 

and no loss of contact while at prep level.

Forward/back Rolls, Cartwheels, Roundoffs, 

front/back walkovers, handstand, back 

extension roll and one handed cartwheels.    

Max of 25% can perform a BHS.

Division 3c & 

mighty mites 

(no pee wee 

or midget) 

Two legged prep level 

stunts. One legged stunts 

at waist level or below. 

Shoulder sits.

Straight cradle dismounts 

only

No tosses allowed other 

than a dismount

No release moves allowed. Prep level or 

below two legged stunts.  One legged 

stunts at prep level allowed with 2 bracers 

and no loss of contact while at prep level.

Forward/back Rolls, Cartwheels, Roundoffs, 

front/back walkovers, handstand, back 

extension roll and one handed cartwheels  

11.  Pyramids: A release move is defined as both feet of a flyer is released from their bases at the same time.

NOTES:

4.    Tumbling excluded are axles and dive rolls.

5.    The above chart represents the maximum that can be done at each level.

1.    Competition teams are based on level roster NOT field roster.  Level consists of Flag, Mighty Mite, Mite, Pee Wee and Midget.

2.    If entering a small cheer division, the total number on the level roster must not exceed 15 town members.

3.    No minimum or maximum team members (other than small cheer) or maximum stunt groups.

10.  No town can enter two or more teams in same division.

9.    All coaches must sit in the designated seats.  Only spectator style cheering from coaching seats.  NO COACHING!.

6.    Routine time can't exceed 2.5 minutes of all music.  2-3 eights counts of a voice cheer required over the music.  Music and fans must not say the words.

7.    Time will begin on the start of the first word, motion or beat of music and will end on last word, beat of music or motion.

8.    All teams must adhere to the National Federation Guidelines - Spirit Rules and all OCYCA rules set forth written here and Rules and Regs Handbook.

13.  Only 5 coaches and one music handler allowed per team in all team areas.

12.  25% Back handpring rule in B divisions: Must be same athletes throughout.  Round up to higher number if .50 and above or round down if .49 and below.


